Introduction: Septic arthritis of the hip is a rare entity in acute presentation of hip pain in adults. Even though hip is the second most commonly affected joint, adult patients with septic arthritis not related to a surgical procedure represent <0.00001% of total acute admissions [1]. Intravenous drug abuse can cause a spectrum of hematogenous infections such as abscesses, phlebitis, endocarditis, and osteomyelitis. Most common organisms found in drug addict population are Staphylococcus aureus 41.5%, Pseudomonas aeruginosa 36.8%, Streptococcus spp. 8.3%, Serratiamarcescens 5 %, and Gram-negative bacteria 2.3% [2, 3].

Bone and joint infections in patients with intravenous drug abusers are predominately caused by Gram-positive bacteria.
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S. aureus is the most common pathogen[4]. Drug addicts are at risk of developing epiphyseal aseptic bone necrosis, especially of the femoral head due to the obliteration of epiphyseal arteries secondary to hemolytic and thrombotic reasons. The first seems due to self-administration of distilled or saline water which is capable of inducing hemolysis. The second depends on the release of inert substances into the circulation such as talc, chalk, or marble dust used to cut the heroin[2, 5]. Drug abuse can cause hepatic disease which represents one of the possible etiological factors in the cause of osteonecrosis[6]. Other authors have later confirmed this connection between hepatic diseases and avascular necrosis of the femoral head [7, 8].

Case Report

We present a case report of an IV drug abuser who presented late with vague symptoms and later diagnosed to have septic arthritis of the hip.

A 32-year-old female with a history of intravenous drug abuse for 17 years and who had started to inject her femoral veins 2 years ago was positive for Hepatitis B and C.

She presented with a 10 weeks history of radiating pain in the leg which was dull, constant and diffuse in nature with hip stiffness. She was treated for sciatica by her GP.

She had later visited A and E twice (5 and 8 weeks) and was again treated symptomatically. She started to have increasing pain, hip stiffness, reduce mobility and developed swelling of both legs extending upto groin medially. The patient was afebrile throughout these visits. She did not have back/buttock pain.

X-ray showed loss of joint space with evidence of articular surface destruction(Fig. 1). Ultrasound showed no fluid collection inside the joint and deep vein thrombosis was ruled out.

Hip joint was aspirated with a small amount of fluid (Fig. 2). Cultures grew S. aureus from the aspirate. Flucloxacillin and fucidin were started as per hospital protocol. Skin traction was applied for pain relief with active hip movements as possible. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) demonstrated complete joint destruction post-infective septic arthritis (Fig. 3).

After 8 weeks of antibiotics, inflammatory markers, i.e., CRP reduced from 102 to 10 and ESR from 114 to 84. Follow-up X-ray showed complete ankylosis of hip joint, severe restriction of hip movements and patient was allowed weight bearing as possible.

Discussion

This patient being an IV drug abuser presented to her GP with vague symptoms quite late. Despite being presented to A and E twice, she did not have any investigations such as bloods or X-ray and was discharged. She developed hip ankylosis at a very young age due to late presentation and also delay in diagnosis due to non-specific symptoms. In this case, patient injected in her groin area thus creating a nidus for infection to attack periarticular soft tissue followed by hip joint leading to aseptic necrosis.

A literature review using PubMed and medline between 1993 and 2017 gave a list of few articles which detailed the etiology, pathogenesis and treatment of septic arthritis in IV drug abusers but none had this peculiar vague presentation.

Septic arthritis of the adult hip not associated with prior surgery is a rare but serious cause of acute hip pain which can lead to
rapid joint destruction if diagnosis and treatment are delayed [9].

Munoz-Fernandez in 1993 studied about the incidence of septic arthritis in various joints in IV drug abusers. He found that there were 482 HIV positive and 85 HIV negative patients in his cohort of 567 patients. Osteoarticular infections were at the level of the hip (26%), sacroiliac (22%), sternocostal (19%), and knee (13%) [10].

Septic arthritis is treated with specific antibiotic therapy according to culture results and sensitivity to antibiotics. Drug users are generally hepatopathic immunocompromised patients and have a certain susceptibility to pathogenic infections that are multi-antibiotic resistant [2].

For patients with radiological signs of osteochondral involvement, extra-articular dissemination of infection or when the option for arthroscopic surgery is not available, open surgery with arthrotomy remains the treatment of choice. When severe destruction of hip is already present, joint preserving therapies are seldom successful, and Girdlestone’s procedure with two-step total hip arthroplasty is indicated [11, 12].

**Conclusion**

Therefore, we propose that high index of suspicion is necessary in complex patient’s, especially intravenous drug users. Risk of septic arthritis should always be considered in mind when dealing with these patients. Early diagnosis, detection of organisms, specific targeted antibiotics, and joint wash out with a future consideration of total hip arthroplasty when the infection has completely settled will help patients to resume their normal function sooner.

**Clinical Message**

Diagnosis can be difficult to reach in patients presenting with vague and complex history. Infection from superficial to deep including septic arthritis of the associated joint should be in our differential diagnosis. Detailed examination and early investigations can help to avoid complications and disability.
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